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Familial DNA Searches

What Is a Familial DNA Search?

A familial DNA search is a search by law enforcement in DNA databases for genetic infor mation indicating a relative of a

person they seek to identify. When a search for an exact match to a DNA sample comes up fruitless, a familial DNA

search may bring back a par tial match, indicating a sibling, child, parent or other blood relative. For example, DNA from a

cr ime scene might not match any DNA in state or federal databases, but if the person’s son had been recently incarcer-

ated and thus his infor mation entered into a state DNA database, a familial DNA search could lead police to the son, and

ultimately to their suspect.

Familial vs. Traditional DNA Search

Tr aditional DNA searches look for an exact match to a DNA sample. With a traditional DNA search, authorities can see

whether crime scene DNA matches the DNA of anyone whose DNA has been collected in an array of state and federal

DNA databases.

At this point, though they may differ in details, state and federal authorities collect DNA samples from the vast majority of

convicted criminals. Federal authorities, along with a growing number of states and localities, also collect DNA samples

from those arrested or charged with a crime.

A traditional DNA search bears fruit only if the DNA in question was already in one of the databases searched. Familial

DNA searches allow author ities to expand such a search to effectively include relatives of those within searchable data-

bases.

Gender and Familial DNA Searches

Current for ms of familial DNA searches wor k only with men. This is because techniques in common use to determine

exact familial relations involve analysis of similarities on the Y chromosome. Familial DNA searches as we know them

today do not identify exact relatives of a female DNA sample, or female relatives of a male DNA sample.

Familial DNA Searches and Privacy Concerns

While law enforcement may see familial DNA searches as a powerful new tool to track down suspected criminals, civil lib-

er ties advocates have criticized familial DNA searches as an invasion of privacy. They argue that familial DNA searching

encroaches on the privacy of the relatives of those whose DNA has been collected through the penal system, in violation

of the Four th Amendment’s protection against unreasonable searches .

Who Uses Familial DNA Searches?

Currently, it is difficult to establish exactly which law enforcement agencies use familial DNA searches. Many states have

not for mally adopted procedures to allow or ban familial searches.

Only a limited number of states explicitly allow law enforcement officials to use familial DNA searches. Of these states,

ev en few er have issued public proclamations regarding familial searches. The policies in place in many states remain

either unwritten or written in internal laborator y manuals.

At least one state, Mar yland, has statutorily banned the use of familial DNA searches.

The few states which have officially allowed familial searches var y widely on the conditions in which familial DNA searches

may be prefor med. For example, Califor nia officially allows familial DNA searches in investigations of major violent crimes

in which the public faces safety risks and in which all other investigative avenues have proven fruitless. Colorado, on the

other hand, has allowed familial searches to aid the investigation of lesser, non-violent crimes.

Familial DNA Searches vs. Reporting Par tial Results

There remains somewhat of a middle ground between traditional DNA searching and explicit familial DNA searching that

involves partial matches that come up in a traditional DNA search. For example, a traditional DNA search, rather than an
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explicit search for family members, tur ns up a partial match. States var y in whether they allow such partial match infor ma-

tion to be included in the results reported to law enforcement officials.

With written or unwritten policies, some states allow repor ting of partial DNA matches, while others do not. Some states

allow the reporting of partial match infor mation but do not allow explicit searches for familial DNA. Places which allow par-

tial match reporting might have a stated procedure in place setting out how and when to do so, or might make such deci-

sions on a case by case basis.

Conclusion

A familial DNA search is a search of DNA databases for relatives of a given DNA sample. Par tial DNA matches from famil-

ial searches can provide likely identification of siblings, parents, children and other blood relatives. Current familial DNA

searches only identify male relatives of male DNA samples. A small, but increasing number of states officially allow famil-

ial DNA searches. The states which use familial searches differ in when they allow such searches. Some states allow tra-

ditional DNA searches (for a full match) to include partial match infor mation in reported results, when an explicit familial

search has not been requested.
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